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Epigenetic enzymes HDACs enzymatically remove acetyl groups 

from ε-N-acetylated lysine residues in many protein substrates, 

including histones and non-histones. Different histone 

deacetylases (HDACs) have different biological functions and are 

recruited to certain genomic regions. HDACs are clinically 

authorized cancer treatments with major biological roles. These 

chemicals are also being studied for treating Alzheimer's disease 

(AD), metabolic disorders, viral infections, and multiple sclerosis. 

Around thirty HDAC inhibitors are being researched in clinical 

trials, in addition to the five authorized drugs. This review 

discusses HDAC inhibitor drug discovery progress. It analyzes 

the logical design of these inhibitors based on structure, isoform 

selectivity, pharmacology, and toxicity. The goal is to update 

medicinal chemistry researchers and speed up medication 

discovery. Cancer is multidimensional, thus targeting two 

components with a single drug is an effective and beneficial 

method. Given its role in cell proliferation, metastasis, and death, 

histone deacetylase (HDAC) has been intensively researched as a 

prospective cancer treatment target. Clinically licensed HDAC 

inhibitors include vorinostat and panobinostat. Low efficacy, lack 

of selectivity, drug resistance, and toxicity limit their efficacy. 

HDACs that can target two entities are therefore popular. 

Combining a histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor with other 

anticancer drugs has been shown to improve non-selectivity and 

drug resistance in single-target therapies. 
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Introduction 

Cancer 

Cancer, a potentially fatal illness, is a leading cause of 

death worldwide [1]. India is the third highest country in 

terms of the prevalence of cancer cases. According to the 

National Cancer Registry Program Report, more than 1.3 

million individuals in India are affected by cancer 

annually. As per a report published by the Indian Council 

of Medical Research (ICMR), the projected number of 
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cancer cases is likely to rise to 29.8 million by the year 

2025. The most prevalent therapies for cancer are 

chemotherapy, targeted therapy, radiation therapy, 

immunotherapy, and stem cell therapy. Although there 

have been significant advancements in biotechnologies 

and diagnosis, the creation of new anticancer medications 

remains crucial for effectively treating cancer patients. 

This is a significant hurdle for scientists in their pursuit of 

successfully curing cancer. To improve cancer treatment 

and mitigate the toxicity and negative side effects of the 

medicine involved, scientists are currently focusing on 

targeted drug therapy. This approach involves the use of 

a single molecule that effectively targets a specific site 

with great selectivity [2]. Tamoxifen was the inaugural 

pharmaceutical agent employed in targeted therapy for 

breast cancer, namely by selectively targeting estrogen 

receptors [3]. While the "one drug, one target" approach is 

a powerful and targeted treatment for cancer that avoids 

unintended side effects, it is not achieving considerable 

success due to drug resistance, limited effectiveness in the 

body, and poor patient adherence. Due to the intricate 

nature of cancer, it is imperative to design a new therapy 

to achieve favorable long-term results. Consequently, a 

fresh approach to discovering cancer drugs is required. 

Therefore, the combination therapy method has gained 

significant prominence in the field of cancer medication 

research to optimize effectiveness and reduce the 

development of drug resistance. In pharmacological 

combination therapy, drug cocktails consist of physical 

combinations of two or more substances that are utilized 

together [4]. Despite the notable achievements of 

combination therapy, it is plagued by several issues 

including medication solubility, drug resistance, and drug 

interactions. Furthermore, the likelihood of drug-drug 

interactions and side effects is growing, necessitating dose 

adjustment to prevent drug toxicity. Many research 

organizations focus on molecular hybridization to 

produce a dual-targeting medicine instead of a 

pharmacological combination to address the limitations of 

combination therapy. Therefore, combination therapy has 

shifted towards developing dual-target ligands, which are 

single molecules capable of simultaneously targeting 

multiple sites. This approach results in synergistic effects 

and can potentially decrease drug-drug interactions, and 

drug resistance, and improve pharmacokinetics when 

compared to physical mixtures of drug molecules. capable 

of targeting multiple sites simultaneously. This approach 

results in synergistic effects and has the potential to 

decrease drug-drug interactions, and drug resistance, and 

improve pharmacokinetics when compared to physical 

mixtures of drug molecules [5]. 

1. Histone deacetylases (HDACs) 

2. Overview 

The functional regulation of the interaction levels between 

histones and DNA in eukaryotic gene expression is 

carried out by two sets of crucial enzymes, namely histone 

acetyltransferases (HATs) and histone deacetylases 

(HDACs). Histone acetyltransferases (HATs) can 

counteract a positive charge on the surface of histones by 

adding acetyl groups to the histone tails. This leads to a 

decrease in the level of interaction, a less condensed 

chromatin structure, and an increase in the accessibility of 

RNA polymerases. Those modifications would ultimately 

result in heightened gene expression. Moreover, 

acetylation can serve as a chemical cue to identify 

bromodomains, which are components involved in 

protein-protein interactions and are commonly seen in 

transcriptional activators [6]. HDACs, however, can 

remove acetyl groups from histone lysine residues, 

causing a more compact and tightly bound chromatin 

structure, ultimately leading to decreased gene 

expression. HATs (histone acetyltransferases) and 

HDACs (histone deacetylases) regulate the equilibrium 

between these two conflicting activities in healthy cells, 

guaranteeing sufficient efficiency in both transcriptional 

and post-translational modifications[7]. 

3. Classes of HDAC enzymes 

So far, researchers have discovered eighteen different 

types of human HDAC enzymes. These enzymes are 

categorized into four groups based on their resemblance 

to HDACs found in yeast. Among the various classes of 

HDAC enzymes, classes I, II, and IV are categorized as 

metalloenzymes that rely on zinc ions for their biological 

function [8]. 

4. Class I HDAC enzymes  

The members of this family are HDAC1, HDAC2, 

HDAC3, and HDAC8. HDAC1, HDAC2, and HDAC3 are 

exclusively located in the nucleus, whereas HDAC8 is 

found in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm. HDAC1, 

HDAC2, and HDAC3 are constituents of multi-protein 

complexes that play a role in transcriptional regulation. 

The homology models of the HDAC isoforms explained 

the mutagenesis observed in HDAC1. These models were 

also important in the development of pharmacophore and 

inhibitor design. The crystal structure of HDAC1 contains 

an active site that includes a hydrophobic channel 

measuring 11 Å and a metal ion with catalytic activity. 

Additionally, there is an internal cavity measuring 14 Å 

located at the bottom of the active site. In the absence of a 

ligand, the interior cavity plays a role in the deacetylation 

reaction and facilitates the release of the acetate byproduct 

by promoting potential ionic interactions [9]. The 
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structure of human HDAC2 is composed of eight β sheets 

and thirteen α helices within a single α/β domain, with the 

β sheets positioned between the α helices. The active site 

channel is a pathway that links the protein surface with 

the active site. The Zn2+ ion exhibits a strong affinity for 

lipids and has a hydrophobic nature. It has a size of 

around 11 Å and is surrounded by specific amino acid 

residues, namely Gly154, Phe155, Phe210, and His183, 

which bind to the Zn2+ ion. In addition to the zinc binding 

site, there is a hydrophobic cavity in the enzyme that 

measures 14 Å [10]. This cavity, known as the foot pocket, 

extends towards the core of the enzyme and contains 

numerous amino acids, namely Met35, Phe114, and 

Leu144, which are responsible for defining the foot pocket 

(fig.2) [11]. The interior cavity of HDAC8 is accessible to 

the external environment, suggesting the malleability of 

the surface channel of the protein. The internal cavity 

harbors a conserved Arginine residue, with the central 

arginine residue of the R37 side chain being the most 

critical component. This study focuses on enhancing the 

catalytic activity and acetate affinity of HDAC8. 

Additionally, it serves as a protective mechanism for the 

channel involved in the transportation of water or acetate 

through the active site of HDAC8. The strong interaction 

between G139 and G303 inhibits the movement of water 

across the active site. Consequently, a significant 

structural rearrangement of R37 and the loop is necessary 

to open the active site and allow the movement of water 

or acetate ions through the internal channel [12].  

Class II HDAC enzymes 

Class II HDACs exhibit tissue-specific expression patterns 

and play a crucial role in the differentiation and 

development of skeletal, cardiac, smooth muscle, bone, 

immune system, vascular system, and brain tissues 

through their ability to suppress transcription [8]. The 

members of HDACs are divided into two sub-categories: 

Class IIa, which includes HDACs 4, 5, 7, and 9, and Class 

IIb, which includes HDACs 6 and 10. The Class IIa 

HDACs consist of a persistent deacetylase domain that 

includes a conserved N-terminal region like HDAC1. This 

N-terminal domain controls DNA binding by facilitating 

the movement of molecules between the nucleus and 

cytoplasm. The phosphorylation of the serine residue in 

the regulatory N-terminal domain of Class IIa HDACs is 

reliant on the signal. This phosphorylation regulates 

whether the HDACs should remain in the nucleus or leave 

and affects their ability to function as transcriptional co-

repressors in the nucleus. HDAC4 suppresses the activity 

of RunX2 and controls the process of endochondral bone 

formation and bone hypertrophy [13],[14]. HDAC7 plays 

a role in controlling programmed cell death in 

thymocytes, a kind of immune cell. It enhances the process 

of transcribing MEF2D and hinders the activity of the 

Nur77 receptor. Despite the minimal presence of HDAC5 

in the human thymus, it plays a crucial role in suppressing 

Nur77. Within the endothelial cells, it inhibits the 

expression of FGF2 and Slit2 genes, which are involved in 

the process of angiogenesis [15]. The Class II2b consists of 

HDAC6 and HDAC 10. Both enzymes share a similar 

structure. The two catalytic domains of HDAC6 connect 

and both domains are oriented outward from the protein, 

allowing them to be accessible for the substrate. The 

crystal structure of HDAC6 tandem catalytic domains has 

been unveiled, as depicted below. The enzyme-dependent 

actions of HDAC6 rely on its second catalytic domain 

(CD2), which is essential. However, the first catalytic 

domain (CD1) is also enzymatically active. CD1 of 

HDAC6 removes acetyl groups from lysine residues 

located at the C termini of substrates, while CD2 mostly 

removes acetyl groups from α-tubulin [16]. While 

HDAC10 is not exclusively located in the nucleus, it is less 

significant compared to HDAC6. The structure includes 

an additional deacetylase domain that interacts with 

particular substrates, although their identity remains 

unknown. The process involves the control of vascular 

endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR)[17] 

degradation by proteasomes through the acetylation and 

deacetylation of HSP-90 [18].  

Class III HDACs 

The extensive presence of sirtuins ins in cells renders them 

suitable for a myriad of biological processes, including 

aging, DNA repair, management of oxidative stress, and 

regulation of metabolism. Similar to a coin, sirtuins exhibit 

dual characteristics, with one side demonstrating a pro-

oncogenic action and the other side playing a role as a 

tumor suppressor in carcinomas. In cancer, there is a 

change in the control of sirtuins, in addition to the 

abnormal expression of the traditional HDACs. SIRT1 has 

been discovered to be increased in acute myeloid 

leukemia (AML), prostate cancer, and non-melanoma skin 

cancer [19],[20], while decreased in colon cancers [21]. In 

breast cancer, the expression of SIRT3 and SIRT7 is 

increased, while in gliomas and gastric carcinoma, the 

expression of SIRT2 is decreased. SIRT2 deficiency results 

in the malfunction of the mitotic checkpoint [22], which in 

turn causes genomic instability and the development of 

tumors. The upregulation of P-glycoprotein induced by 

exogenous SIRT1 confers drug tolerance to cancer cells, 

namely to medicines like doxorubicin. However, this 

effect can be reversed by downregulating SIRT1 using 

silencing RNA [23]. SIRT3 provides cellular defense 

against apoptosis in fibro sarcoma cells and its 
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upregulation reverses the growth arrest induced by p53 in 

bladder cancer cells [24]. Suppression of the same in colon 

cancer cells decreases the amounts of reactive oxygen 

species (ROS), hypoxia-inducible factor 1-α (HIF-1α) [25], 

and its target genes. SIRT7 has been found as a highly 

selective deacetylase of H3K18Ac that is related to 

promoters. The depletion of this substance reduces the 

likelihood of tumor formation in mice that have been 

transplanted with human cancer cells [20].  

Class IV HDACs 

There is less information available regarding the 

involvement of HDAC11 in cancer. HDAC11 has been 

identified as a participant in the development of Hodgkin 

lymphoma (HL)[26]. Philadelphia-negative chronic 

myelo-proliferative neoplasms (CMPNs) exhibit elevated 

levels of HDAC11[27]. 

The study of the biological functions and characteristics 

of HDAC enzymes. 

The regulation of gene expression is controlled by the 

post-translational changes of the histones. These processes 

encompass acetylation, phosphorylation, methylation, 

ubiquitination, and SUMOylation [28]. The non-histone 

proteins identify a certain pattern displayed by the 

alterations made on the histones, and then form 

complexes that govern the process of gene transcription. 

HDACs can be found either as standalone proteins or as 

complexes with other proteins, such as the transcriptional 

co-repressors mSin3, N-CoR, and SMRT (fig3) [29]. After 

formation, the complexes are transported to genomic 

regions through interactions with specific DNA-binding 

factors, such as transcription factors, nuclear receptors, 

and other genes involved in epigenetic modifications, 

such as methyl-binding proteins (MBDs), DNA methyl 

transferases (DNMTs), and histone methyl transferases 

(HMTs). Epigenetic regulation is shown by the process of 

chromatin remodeling through histone acetylation and 

deacetylation [30]. The discovery of lysine acetylation of 

histone proteins was made approximately fifty years ago 

by Vincent Allfrey and his colleagues. The significance of 

acetylation of the ε-amino group of lysine residues on 

histone proteins in gene expression was demonstrated 

[31]. It has been determined that maintaining a balance 

between the activities of histone acetyltransferases 

(HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs) is crucial for 

the process of activating and deactivating gene 

transcription [32]. HDACs were initially designated as 

such due to their initial discovery of removing acetyl 

groups from lysine residues located on the N-terminal 

tails of histones. Additionally, HDACs have been found to 

not only remove acetyl groups from histone proteins but 

also to have an impact on various other proteins that are 

not histones. These proteins include transcription factors 

such as RUNX3 [33], p53 [34], E2F [35], c-Myc [36], 

nuclear factor kBNFkB [37], hypoxia-inducible factor 1-α 

(HIF-1α) [38], estrogen receptor α (ERα), androgen 

receptor (AR) [39], MyoD [40], chaperone (HSP90) [41], 

signaling mediator (Stat3 [42] and Smad7 [43]), and repair 

proteins (Ku70) [44]. Additionally, a key transcription 

factor involved in bone growth has been included in the 

list of HDAC substrates [45].  

Role of HDACs in cancer 

Mammalian cancer is characterized by DNA 

dysregulation and post-translational changes of the 

histone tails. The most often reported modifications are 

the removal of acetylated Lys16 (K16-H4) and the addition 

of three methyl groups to Lys20 (K20-H4) of histone H4 

[46]. The primary indicator of cancer initiation and 

progression is the absence of acetylated and trimethylated 

forms of histone H4, which are commonly observed in the 

early stages of cancer (fig.4). Furthermore, it has been 

observed that histone deacetylation is also responsible for 

tumor invasion and metastasis[47]. Colon cancer samples 

exhibit heightened levels of HDAC2 and HDAC3 

proteins. In addition, gastric cancer has elevated levels of 

HDAC1, while lung cancer shows decreased levels of 

HDAC5. Furthermore, HDAC10 has been associated with 

a negative prognosis. HDAC4 mutations have been 

detected in breast cancer samples discovered in a large-

scale sequencing research. In addition, modifications to 

the HDAC2 protein have been observed in both human 

epithelial cancer cell lines and colon cancer cell lines. 

However, a microarray analysis indicated that HDAC 

inhibition had an impact on only 2-5% of genes [48]. 

Additionally, the study demonstrated that a similar 

number of genes were both activated and suppressed [30]. 

The significance of regulating the transcriptional effects of 

HDAC on cellular activities, such as the regulation of 

acetylation in various non-histone HDAC substrate 

proteins, is extremely valuable. The complex network of 

physiological pathways depends on the activity of various 

transcription factors, chaperones, and structural proteins. 

These components are influenced by their acetylation 

state, such as the ATP binding enhancer HSP-90. The 

formation of functional HSP-90 chaperone complexes is 

facilitated by the deacetylation of HSP-90 by HDAC6 [49]. 

HDAC6 served as a conduit between EGF and Wnt 

signaling pathways in tumor growth, suggesting that 

disabling HDAC6 could be beneficial in cancers with 

disrupted signaling. HDACs 1 and 2 participate in Wnt 

signaling by disrupting the link between b-catenin and 

TCF. In addition, during the G1 phase of the cell cycle, the 

activity of histone deacetylase is responsible for inhibiting 
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transcription by the E2FeRb complex. The lysine residues, 

located adjacent to the DNA-binding domain, exhibit a 

high degree of conservation, and serve as sites for 

acetylation of E2F1. Acetylation of these residues 

enhances the DNA-binding activity, transactivation 

potential, and stability of E2F1[35].  

Histone deacetylase inhibitors 

HDACIs overview 

HDACIs, or histone deacetylase inhibitors, are potent 

agents that inhibit cell proliferation and induce apoptosis 

in cell-based studies. Consequently, scientists worldwide 

are diligently striving to develop these compounds as 

effective anti-cancer medicines and as agents that can limit 

the actions of HDAC [50]. Multiple studies have  

 

Figure 1. (A) BRD4884 bound to h-HDAC2; (B) ligand -Zn+2 coordination sphere with key interacting amino acids; (C) 

view of the 14 Å cavity: BRD4884, tightly fits the hydrophobic 14 Å cavity [51]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Biological functions of HDAC enzymes
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Figure 3. Mechanism of histone acetylase and histone deacetylase enzyme 

demonstrated that HDAC inhibitors enhance the 

effectiveness of pre-existing therapeutically active 

frameworks in fighting cancer and would have a 

substantial effect when used in combination with other 

anticancer treatment strategies such as ionizing radiation 

and/or chemotherapy. The therapeutic application of 

HDAC inhibitors has significantly enhanced their 

usefulness in treating cancer and a few other illnesses. 

Due to the essential biological functions of HDACs, 

research in this field has led to significant advancements 

and valuable findings during the past few decades. 

HDACs have been clinically validated for cancer therapy 

and are currently being studied for the treatment of 

various other conditions, including Alzheimer's disease, 

metabolic disease, viral infection, and multiple sclerosis, 

among others (fig.5) [52]. 

Mechanism of action of histone deacetylase inhibitors as 

anticancer 

Certain genes are transcriptionally activated while others 

are transcriptionally repressed because of HDACI-

induced histone and non-histone protein acetylation and 

gene expression changes. The ability of HDACIs to alter 

the expression of specific proliferative and/or apoptotic 

genes accounts for part of their anticancer activity. 

HDACIs promote differentiation, angiogenesis decrease, 

cell death, and halt of the cancer cell cycle (fig.5), (fig.6)  

[53],[54],[55]. 

Activation of apoptotic pathways 

HDACIs induce apoptosis using both intrinsic and 

extrinsic pathways. TNF-α overexpression, which follows 

the extrinsic mode of apoptosis, activates caspases 8 and 

10, ultimately leading to apoptotic cell death. Conversely, 

the intrinsic pathway results in a decrease in the 

expression of anti-apoptotic proteins like Bcl-2 and an 

increase in the production of pro-apoptotic proteins like 

Bim, Bak, Bax, and caspase-3 [56],[57]. 

Induction of cell cycle arrest 

HDACIs cause cell cycle arrest and differentiation by 

upregulating cyclins, which inhibits CDK activity, and by 

increasing the expression of cell cycle genes including p21 

(a CDK inhibitor) [58],[59]. 

Induction of DNA damage and inhibition of DNA repair 

HDACIs cause the DNA damage pathway to become 

active. Although they don't create double strand breaks on 

their own, they work in concert with medicines that 

damage DNA to inhibit the growth of tumors [55],[60], 

,[61],[62]. 

 

Anti-angiogenesis 

By inhibiting proangiogenic factors like VEGF, hypoxia-

inducible factor-1 (HIF-1), and overexpression of p53, 

which prevent hypoxia-induced angiogenesis, HDACIs 

can reduce tumor angiogenesis. Moreover, HDACIs 

inhibit DNA repair protein expression. After receiving 

these medications, reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

accumulate and damage DNA [63].  

General pharmacophore of HDACIs 

Multiple histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors from 

diverse structural categories are now undergoing clinical 

development. (fig.7) Demonstrate the process by which 

metalloenzymes bind to inhibitors [64]. In computational 
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approaches, this contact is represented only by 

electrostatic or van der Waals interaction, disregarding 

the covalent nature of metal coordination [65]. 

Furthermore, it is common for a fundamental residue 

(such as histidine in HDACs or glutamate in MMPs) to be 

located near the zinc ion and potentially attract an acidic 

proton. The crystallographic analysis of HDAC and 

subsequent docking studies with various ligands yield a 

plethora of valuable insights. The data was utilized to 

derive a conclusion on the characteristic features of an 

HDACIs. The composition should include: (a) a cap group 

with the ability to interact hydrophobically with the 

peripheral binding site next to the zinc ion; (b) a linker 

group that connects the hydrophobic cap group and the 

zinc-binding group; and (c) a zinc binding group ZBG that 

binds to the zinc ion by forming coordinate bonds within 

the active site(fig.8). 

Classes of HDACIs 

HDACIs are classified into five different types based on 

their ZBG: hydroxamic acids, cyclic peptides, 2-

aminoanilides (benzamides), electrophilic ketones, and 

short chain fatty acids [66],[67],[68]. These substances 

exhibit some degree of selectivity towards specific HDAC 

enzymes or classes of HDACs. Having been the first to be 

found, hydroxamates are still the most popular and 

efficient HDACIs. Cyclic peptides are the class of HDACIs 

with the most complex structures. Compared to cyclic 

peptides and hydroxamic acids, benzamides have less 

activity. Class I HDACs are selectively and potently 

inhibited by the benzamide class of compounds. 

Generally speaking, short-chain fatty acids are poor 

HDAC inhibitors [69],[70],[71],[72]. 

5. Hydroxamic acids 

Hydroxamic acid derivatives are the most widely used 

and potent class of HDACI drugs. [73],[74]. The x-ray 

crystal structure of trichostatin A (TSA) and SAHA 

binding interactions with the active site of histone 

deacetylase-like protein (HDLP) indicates that the 

hydroxamic acid group chelates zinc ion in a bi-dentate 

manner through its carbonyl and hydroxyl groups. 

Furthermore, three additional hydrogen bonds are 

formed between the HDLP Tyr 297, His 132, and His 131 

and the amino, carbonyl, and hydroxyl groups of the 

hydroxamic acid derivative [63, 75](fig.7) . SAHA 

effectively suppresses the activity of the majority of the 11 

HDAC isoforms that rely on metal ions for their function. 

 
 

Figure 4. FDA-approved HDACIs drugs 

 

The presence of nonspecific inhibition may explain the 

occurrence of many adverse effects during treatment, 

ranging from minor to severe, such as dehydration, 

thrombocytopenia, anorexia, and cardiac arrhythmia. 

There is growing concern about reducing the side effects 

of HDACI, which are caused by its continuous use. One 

way to minimize these side effects is by modifying the cap 

group using substances like benzimidazole, purine, 

pyrimidine, lactam, and various linkers such as 

substituted aliphatic, triazole, hydroxyl cinnamamide, 

and aryl (fig.10). Targeting specific HDAC isoforms may 

offer a more efficient therapeutic approach for some 

diseases, while minimizing potential side effects. 

Enhancing selectivity for particular HDAC isoforms can 

be accomplished by independently modifying the surface 

recognition center, linker, and ZBG [51]. 
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TSA 7 was the first HDACI identified and belonging to 

the hydroxamate group [76]. Research has shown that 

Streptomyces hygroscopic produces this organic 

antibiotic, which has strong HDAC inhibitory action [77] 

but did not enter clinical use due to its toxicity [78]. 

 
 

Additionally, panobinostat, belinostat, and SAHA have 

been approved by the FDA as hydroxamate HDACIs for 

the treatment of MM, PTCL, and CTCL (fig.5). Many 

research groups have been interested in creating newer, 

more potent, and less toxic chemicals because hydroxamic 

acid derivatives are significant as promising anticancer 

drugs that are effective against numerous cancer types 

[63]. There were compounds with comparable or better 

HDAC inhibitory efficacy than SAHA. With IC50 values of 

4.34 µM and 9.28 µM, respectively, compound 8 showed 

strong antiproliferative activity against the prostate 

cancer cell PC-3 and the breast cancer cell MDA-MB-231. 

For maximum efficacy, a cap group with five carbon units 

between the saccharin ring and the ZBG performed well. 

The bioisostere thienyl moiety of compound 9 is used in 

place of the phenyl moiety to boost its potency. With IC50 

values of 310 nM and 416 nM, respectively, the produced 

thienyl derivative compound 10 was more active than 

SAHA, and the 6-carbon linker offered the most inhibition 

of cell growth.  

 

 
The synthesis of a series of quinoline HDACIs 11 [79] 

demonstrated good inhibitory activity against HDACs as 

well as powerful antiproliferative activity against various 

tumor cell lines. Compound 11 had an IC50 value of 85 nM 

and 161 nM, respectively, which indicated that it inhibited 

HDAC more efficiently than SAHA. Moreover, 

compound 11 demonstrated superior antiproliferative 

effectiveness compared to SAHA. Activity was 

significantly impacted by the substituents on the C4 and 

C6 locations of the quinoline ring. The C4 position of the 

quinoline ring's substitutes decreased the inhibitory effect 

of the enzyme. In the meantime, substituents on the 

quinoline ring's C6-position raised the inhibitory activity 

of the enzyme; this is assumed to be significant for binding 

affinities. The most efficient substitution at this location 

was a halogen; the enzyme inhibitory efficacy decreased 

when a phenyl group was substituted for a halogen. The 

zinc ion was chelated by the ZBG because a linker length 

of five was the most suitable. 

 
produced several HDACIs based on hydroxamic acid that 

have cap groups made of 4-aminoquinazolinyl moieties 

12, 13. These medications more successfully inhibited 

HDACs than SAHA did [80]. Moreover, they were safe for 

human cells and specifically inhibited HDAC1,2 rather 

than HDAC8. The compound's IC50 values are 3.08 ± 0.19 

nM, whereas the 6-F derivative's is 8.17 ± 1.15 nM. When 

compared to a comparable 6-F, the addition of 6-Cl can 

increase potency, with a 10-fold increase in activity over 

SAHA. 

 
The introduction of ricolinostat 14 [81], a potent, selective 

HDAC6 inhibitor that started out in pharmacological 

research on hydroxamic acid HDACIs and has an IC50 of 

4.7 nM. Phase II clinical trials are now being conducted on 

this drug. It has a synergistic effect on multiple myeloma 

when used alone or in conjunction with dexamethasone, 

bortezomib, or lenalidomide. 

 
Thienopyrimidine-based HDACIs 15-19 were recently 

synthesized and tested for antiproliferative and HDAC 

inhibitory action on leukemia cancer cell RMPI-8226 and 

colon cancer cell HCT116 [82]. These substances showed 

promise against HDAC1, 2, and 3. Compound 19, 

specifically the thienopyrimidine derivative, exhibited 

strong inhibitory action against HDAC1, HDAC3, and 

HDAC6, as evidenced by its respective IC50 values of 29.81 

± 0.52 nM, 24.71 ± 1.16 nM, and 21.29 ± 0.32 nM. It showed 

strong antiproliferative activity against these two cancer 

cell lines, with IC50 values of 1.01 ± 0.033 µM in each case 

and 0.97± 0.072 µM and 0.97± 0.072 µM, respectively. 

created a new class of hydroxamic acids with 2-

oxoindoline as a cap group [83]. These hydroxamic acids 

20, 21 inhibited a class-I HDAC2 isoform with IC50 values 

of 1.28 µM for 5-CH3 and 0.91 µM for 5- OCH3. They were 

up to eight times more harmful than SAHA in three 
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human cancer cell lines, including colon cancer SW620, 

prostate cancer PC3, and pancreatic cancer AsPC-1. The 

triazole moiety was introduced into these compounds to 

improve hydrogen bonding with the amino acid in the 

active binding sites of HDAC while also functioning as a 

linker between the 2-oxoindoline and hydroxamic acid 

moieties.  

 

 

 
Furthermore, various SAHA analogues have been 

developed to improve selectivity. Compounds 22 to 26 

were inserted into the nonselective HDACI SAHA linker 

at the C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6 sites [84],[85],[86],[87],[88]. 

The C2-n-hexyl SAHA analogue 22 preferred HDAC6 and 

8 over HDAC1, 2, and 3. Substituents on C3 position 23 

showed HDAC6 selectivity when compared to the broad-

spectrum inhibitor SAHA, with an IC50 of 350 nM, just 

fourfold less effective. Analog efficacy decreased as the 

size of the C3 substituent rose, with the methyl substituent 

having the most potent analog. The C4-benzyl SAHA 

analog 24 exhibited dual HDAC6/8 selectivity, with IC50 

values of 48 and 27 nM for HDAC6 and 8, respectively, 

and a 520 to1300-fold increase for HDAC6 and HDAC8 

over HDAC1, 2, and 3. Longer C4 substituents enhanced 

HDAC6/8 selectivity. Furthermore, C5-modified SAHA 

analog 25 showed dual selectivity for HDAC6 and 

HDAC8 over HDAC1, 2, and 3, with only a slight decrease 

in HDAC6 inhibitory activity but an increase in HDAC8 

inhibition compared to SAHA. It showed an 8-21fold 

increase in selectivity for HDAC6 and HDAC8 over 

HDAC1, 2, and 3, with IC50 values of 270 and 380 nM for 

HDAC6 and HDAC8. Bulky substituents in the linker 

region improved HDAC6/8 selectivity because of the 

larger active site entry of both HDAC6. The most effective 

counterpart was C6-phenyl SAHA 26, which had IC50 

values in nanomolar dosages. When compared to SAHA, 

its potency was fourfold lower. It also inhibited HDACs 1, 

3, and 6. At 500 nM, the C6-methyl SAHA counterpart 

showed modest selectivity for HDAC1 and HDAC3 over 

HDAC6. The findings revealed that small structural 

changes to SAHA's linker region could significantly boost 

selectivity.  

 
produced a novel HDACI using spirohydantoin and 1,2,4 

triazole groups 27–29 [89]. Compound 27 had the highest 

growth inhibition against the MCF-7 breast cancer cell 

line, with an IC50 of 2.56 µM. In contrast, it has no effect on 

the liver cancer cell line HepG2. Furthermore, the six-

carbon linker had the highest HDAC inhibitory 

effectiveness, with an IC50 value like SAHA against 

HDAC4 and low selectivity against HDAC1. 

Furthermore, increasing the linker length increased the 

inhibitory effect of HDAC. Furthermore, compounds 28 

and 29 showed substantial HDAC inhibitory activity 

against the four HDAC isoforms tested. Compound 28 

exhibited substantial antiproliferative activity against the 

MCF-7 cell line, whereas compound 29 demonstrated 

strong antiproliferative activity against the HepG2 cell 

line. Furthermore, compound 29 reduced TUBb 

polymerization more effectively than CA4 and shown 

greater potency.  
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Another class of HDACIs comprising 1,2,4-oxadiazole has 

been created [90]. HepG2 cells were more susceptible to 

apoptosis induced by compounds 30 and 31 than by 

SAHA; their IC50 values were 1.07 µM, 1.03 µM, and 4.50 

µM, respectively. Additionally, they inhibit the HDAC1 

enzyme with corresponding IC50 values of 8.2 nM and 10.5 

nM.  

 
The N-hydroxyacrylamide moiety is viewed as a viable 

linker in the construction of more recent HDACIs. The 

cinnamide moiety of this linker functions as a 

hydrophobic spacer in belinostat and panobinostat, the 

two main HDACIs that have received FDA approval [91]. 

A series of HDACIs employing isoferulic acid derivatives 

were created to improve the affinity and activity of 

previously created ferulic acid-based HDACIs [92],[93]. 

Compounds 32 and 33 demonstrated significant HDAC 

inhibitory action, as evidenced by their respective IC50 

values of 0.73 ± 0.08 and 0.57 ± 0.16 µM. Against HeLa 

cells, compound 32 showed a moderate antiproliferative 

effect, with an IC50 value of 3.91 ± 0.97 µM.  

 
A new HDACI 34 was generated with a cinnamoyl 

moiety. At lower doses (0.1 µM), this chemical-induced 

apoptosis and inhibited cell proliferation in osteosarcoma 

cancer stem cells [94]. It is classified as a pan-HDACI since 

it inhibits all HDAC isoforms 1-11 in the range 0.08-12 µM. 

 
Furthermore, a number of novel N-hydroxyacrylamides 

35 and 36 have been created. The presence of the N-

hydroxyacrylamide moiety was found to be a significant 

HDAC inhibitor. Compounds 35 and 36 outperformed the 

FDA-approved equivalents belinostat and SAHA at 

HDAC1, 2, 6, and 8, but lacked HDAC isoenzyme 

selectivity. The SAR revealed that the presence of the N-

hydroxyacrylamide group at the C3 position had the 

greatest antiproliferative effect but shifting this moiety 

from C3 to C4 resulted in a minor decrease in cellular 

activity. Furthermore, bioisosteric substitution of SO2 with 

CO resulted in a little decrease in antiproliferative activity. 

Furthermore, replacing the quinoline ring with a pyridine 

caused a decrease in cellular activity [95]. 

 
 

In addition, 4,5-indolyl-N-hydroxyphenylacrylamide-

based HDACIs were produced and evaluated for 

antiproliferative and HDAC inhibitory properties. The 

results show that 4-Indolyl compounds 37 and 38 have 

strong inhibitory effects against HDAC1 (IC50 1.28 nM and 

1.34 nM, respectively) and HDAC2 (IC50 0.90 and 0.53 nM, 

respectively). The study also discovered that the best 

position for optimal activity was para-substitution of the 

N-hydroxyphenyl acrylamides moiety [96], [97]. 

 
To treat drug-resistant hepatocellular carcinoma, 

researchers recently produced many novel carboline and 

N-hydroxycinnamamide hybrids as HDACIs [97]. 

Compound 39 effectively inhibited the growth of human 

cancer cells SUMM-7721, Hep G2, HCT116, and H1299, 

with IC50 values of 1.01 µM, 0.41 µM, 0.87 µM, and 0.69 

µM. Additionally, it effectively inhibited HDAC1/6 with 

IC50 values of 1.3 µM and 3.1 µM, respectively. The 

selectivity of compound 39 for HDAC1/6 may be 

attributed to its active fragment N-hydroxycinnamamide, 

which can form sandwich-like interactions with two 

parallel phenylalanine residues of HDAC1/6 via its vinyl 

benzene group and bi-chelation with the zinc ion in the 

active site via its hydroxamic acid group. It also showed 

strong antitumor activity against drug sensitive HepG2 

and Bel7402 cells.
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Figure 5.Mechanisms of action of HDACs inhibitors. Abbreviations: Ac = acetyl group; HDACs = histone 

deacetylases; HATs = histone acetyl transferases; H2B = Histone H2B; H4 = Histone 4; H2A = 

Histone H2A; H3 = Histone H3. 

 

Figure 6. mechanism of HDACI 
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Figure 7. binding of HDACIs to metalloenzymes 

 

Figure 8. Pharmacophoric structure of HDAC inhibitor 
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Figure 9. Binding of TSA and SAHA with HDLP (HDAC8) 

 

Figure 10. Basic pharmacophore framework representation 

 

Figure 11. basic pharmacophore model of benzamide derivative MS-275 
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Figure 12. Metabolism of romidepsin 

 

Figure 13. Examples for designing of dual target drugs  
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Figure 14. Hydroxamic acid-based HDAC inhibitors targeting mechanisms 
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Figure 15. Benzamide based-HDAC inhibitors targeting mechanisms 

 

 

Figure 16. HDAC-specific PROTACs 
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Figure 17. HDAC specific -PROTACs 

 

 
Furthermore, compound 40, is a new and powerful N-

hydroxycinnamamide-based HDACIs with indole as a 

cap group have been developed [98]. All these 

compounds showed HDAC1 selectivity, with compound 

40 having the highest IC50 of 0.92 µM. They also shown 

significant antiproliferative efficacy against five cancer 

cell lines.  

 

HDACIs using phenylimidazolidin-2-one as a new linker, 

on the other hand, have been introduced (41-44). 

Compound 41 showed substantial HDAC1 inhibitory 

activity, with an IC50 of 2.7 nM. In comparison to 

vorinostat, it demonstrated a 6- to 9-fold increase in 

activity, with GI50 values of 0.1, 0.086, and 0.11 µM against 

prostate cancer cell PC-3, leukemia cancer cell HL-60, and 

colon cancer cell HCT-116, respectively. The remaining 

compounds in this series, 42-44, also inhibited HDAC1 but 

at lower concentrations than 41, with IC50 values of 5.4, 5.4, 

and 4 nM, respectively [91].  

 
produced the hydroxamic acid derivatives 45 and 46 of 

1,2,3,4-tetrahydropyrrolo[1,2-a] pyrazine. Compared to 

larger groups like indole, the pyrrole moiety functions as 

a cap group, giving the compounds more potency and 
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selectivity. Compound 45 showed an IC50 of 33 nM, 

substantially inhibiting HDAC6. This corresponds to a 

200-fold selectivity against nuclear extract (HDAC1, 2) 

and a 100-fold selectivity against HDAC8 [92]. [99] 

 
In addition, a series of HDACIs containing imidazo[1,2-a] 

pyridine-based cap groups 47–49 was developed. 

Compound 47, with a 4-aminophenyl linker, is a selective 

HDAC6 inhibitor, having an IC50 of 0.058 µM and a 

selectivity factor of 47. Compounds 48 and 49 inhibit 

HDAC 6 with IC50 values of 0.05 and 0.076 µM, 

respectively, but have lower selectivity factors (3 and 11) 

[99].  

 
Moreover, the selectivity of HDAC6 was reduced by a 

series of hydroxamic acids 50–52 based on quinazoline 

2,4-dione. With an IC50 of 4 nM, compound 50 showed the 

strongest specific inhibition of HDAC6. The IC50 values of 

compounds 51 and 52 were 5 and 20 nM, respectively. The 

HDAC6 inhibitory activity was shown to be reduced by 

moving the hydroxamic acid group or substituting 

alternative rings for the phenyl ring, according to the SAR 

research [100].  

 
As novel HDAC6 selective inhibitors, a number of 2,4-

imidazolinedione compounds have been developed 53–

55. With IC50 values of 9.7, 4.4, and 7.6 nM, respectively, 

they effectively inhibited HDAC6. Additionally, they 

showed significant antiproliferative activity (IC50 values 

ranging from 0.23 to 9.45 nM) against five cancer cell lines. 

Compound 54 induced apoptosis in the HL-60 cell line by 

activating caspase-3[101]. 

 
6. Benzamides or ortho-Aminoanilides 

The second class of HDACIs with good anticancer 

effectiveness were benzamide HDACIs, which bind to the 

zinc ion in the HDAC active site via the benzamide moiety 

[102],[103]. They have a higher affinity for specific HDAC 

isoforms than the hydroxamate class. Several benzamide  

inhibitors are under investigation in clinical studies, 

including mocetinostat 56 (MGCD0103, phase II),  

entinostat 57 (MS-275, phase III), and tacedinaline 58 

(CI994, phase II) [104],[105],[106],[107],[108]. MS-275 

displays hazardous effects as a result of its inherently 

unstable structure. Various adjustments can be made at 

different locations indicated in Figure 91. In order to 

mitigate the harmful impact of benzamides, numerous 

compounds, which are briefly outlined in this review, 

have been created with a more stable group in comparison 

to MS-275. Furthermore, a significant number of them 

exhibit a minor improvement in their activity when tested 

in a laboratory setting, but their pharmacokinetic profile 

is considered undesirable (fig.11).  

  

 
A series of HDACIs, compounds 59-61 having bicyclic 

heterocycle moieties, have been designed and synthesized 

based on the primary drug entinostat 57 [109] . With IC50 

values of 0.118 µM, 0.129 µM, and 0.120 µM, they 

exhibited a respectable inhibitory efficacy against 

HDAC1, surpassing that of entinostat 57 (IC50 = 0.273 µM). 

Moreover, they possessed more potent antiproliferative 

qualities than 57. The SAR studies indicate that the 
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anticancer activity against three cancer cell lines is 

decreased when a fluoro group is added to the benzamide 

ring. Bicyclic heterocyclic substituted compounds 

exhibited superior inhibitory effects compared to those 

substituted with pyridinyl. The inhibitory action is 

reduced when ethyl is used in place of methyl. With IC50 

values of 0.41 and 0.46 µM, respectively, compound 59 

demonstrated a significant antiproliferative effect against 

NCI-H661 and U937. This [110] action was considerably 

greater than vorinostat.  

 
 

Compound 62 showed a greater degree of selectivity for 

HDAC1 over HDAC2, with IC50 values of 140 nM for 

HDAC1 and 680 nM for HDAC2[110] . Compound 63 

demonstrated a substantial antiproliferative activity 

against NCI-H661 and U937, with IC50 values of 0.69 and 

0.73 µM, respectively. It also shows stronger HDAC1 

inhibitory activity, with an IC50 of 210 nM. 

 
created a new class of chalcone derivatives known as ZBG 

that have a 2-aminobenzamide group. HDAC inhibitory 

activity was significant for compounds 64 and 65. 

Compound 65 showed IC50 values larger than 100 µM and 

modest anticancer activity against three cancer cell lines: 

MCF-7, HepG2, and HCT-116. Conversely, compound 64 

showed similar antiproliferative activity to SAHA, with 

an IC50 of 3.02-12.99 µM. [111]. 

 
based on isoindolinones, developed a novel class of 

HDACIs. HL-60 and K562 cell lines were suppressed by 

compounds 66 and 67, respectively, with IC50 values 

ranging from 193 to 450 nM. They also demonstrated 

superior HDAC1 inhibition than chidamide, with IC50 

values of 65.6 nM, 65.1 nM, and 296 nM, in that order. The 

SAR study found that adding methyl or chlorine 

substituents to compound 67 decreased HDAC1 

inhibitory action, probably as a result of interference at 

this position [112]. 

 
A range of novel 2-aminobenzamide compounds 

including thioquinazolinone have been produced and are 

designated as HDACIs 68–71 [113]. Regarding their 

antiproliferative efficacy against the three cancer cell lines 

A375, A549, and SMMC7721, they fared better than CS055, 

MS-275, and CI994. The compounds 68–71 exhibited 

remarkable inhibitory activity against HDAC1, as 

evidenced by their respective IC50 values of 0.38 µM, 0.29 

µM, 0.01 µM, and 0.1 µM. Additionally, they showed 

inhibition of HDAC2 with IC50 values of 0.61 µM, 0.53 µM, 

0.16 µM, and 0.18 µM, in that order. Compound 79 

exhibited superior antiproliferative efficacy against three 

distinct[114] cancer cell lines, as seen by its IC50 values of 

0.98 µM, 0.75 µM, and 0.03 µM.  

 
further produced a number of 2-aminobenzamide 

HDACIs based on thioethers [114]. With IC50 values 

ranging from 1.64 to 3.80 µM, compounds 72 and 73 

showed significant antiproliferative action against five 

cancer cell lines. Additionally, they showed potent HDAC 

inhibitory action against HDAC1 and 2, with IC50 values 

for 72 and 73 being 0.016 µM and 0.205 µM and 0.071 µM 

and 0.144 µM, respectively.  

 
7. Cyclic peptides 

Cyclic-peptide HDACIs (74, 75, 76, and 77) constitute the 

most sophisticated class of HDACIs [115],[116],[117]. 

Romidepsin (FK-228) 77, a natural chemical derived from 

Chromobacterium violaceum, serves as the prototype for 

this class. Romidepsin is a prodrug that is transformed 

into the active form 78 (RedFK) upon entering cells (fig.8) 

[118],[119]. Even though its thiol ZBG is a weaker group, 

this naturally occurring compound has far stronger 
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HDAC inhibitory activity than hydroxamate and other 

HDACIs [120].  

 
 

Several HDACIs have been developed as potential 

anticancer drugs based on the structures of natural and 

synthetic compounds such as TSA, SAHA, chlamydocin, 

and FK228. Compound 79, a chlamydocin analog, 

exceeded TSA in antiproliferative activity against the 

breast cancer cell MCF-7. Furthermore, compound 79 

inhibited HDAC1 and HDAC4 with IC50s of 15 nM and 14 

nM, respectively. This cyclic hydroxamic acid peptide 

combines the cyclic peptide and hydroxamate classes. 

Compound 80 inhibited HDAC1 and HDAC4 with IC50 

values of 14 and 19 nM, respectively[121]. 

 

 
The inhibitory efficacy and specificity of the novel 

cyclodepsipeptide analogs 81 and 82 against HDAC1, 

HDAC3, and HDAC6 isoenzymes were investigated. 

They effectively inhibited HDAC3 with IC50 values of 10.9 

µM and 1.4 µM, respectively. The sulfonylhydrazide 

group acts as the ZBG, and its two oxygen atoms chelate 

with the zinc ion [122]. 

 

Electrophilic ketones 

Electrophilic ketones, such as trifluoromethyl ketones, 

have been used as ZBG substitutes. They had substantial 

HDAC inhibitory activity [123]. This moiety hydrates 

easily in water and binds to the zinc ion in the active site 

of the HDAC enzyme [124]. compounds 83 and 84, which 

are bisthiazole-based derivatives, with a trifluoromethyl 

ketone moeity [125]. Compound 84, in particular, showed 

strong inhibitory activity against human HDAC1, 3, 4, and 

6, with an IC50 of 20–30 nM. Additionally, it showed 

enhanced antiproliferative activity against cancer cell 

lines RPMI 8226 and NCI-H929, with IC50 values of 0.08 

and 1.23 µM, respectively. The ketone group in compound 

87, like compound 83, diminished its HDAC inhibitory 

action. Furthermore, changing the length of the linker or 

cyclopropyl group to isobutyl or benzyl decreases 

compound 84's HDAC inhibitory activity.  

 

Miscellaneous 

There are numerous HDACIs with varying ZBGs, the 

most common of which are thiol-based HDACIs. Thiols 

are widely used zinc-dependent enzyme chelators. After 

replacing the hydroxamate group of SAHA with a thiol 

group, the IC50 of the thiol-based SAHA was found to be 

0.21 µM, making it just as effective [63]. Several novel 

thiol-based HDACIs with a cap group of 3-phenyl-1H-

pyrazole-5-carboxamide were produced 

[126]. Compound 86 suppressed HDAC efficiently (IC50 = 

0.08 µM). The presence of an aliphatic carboxylic acid at 

position 1 in the pyrazole ring made it more selective for 

HDAC6 than HDAC1, with IC50 values of 0.09 µM and 

0.13 µM, respectively. Compound 85 has a higher 

specificity for HDAC6 (IC50 = 0.04 µM) compared to 

compound 86. The alkyl chain length of 4 carbon atoms at 

N-1 of the pyrazole ring was optimum for HDAC 

inhibitory activity, outperforming compounds with 2 or 3 

carbon atoms, such as compound 86, which has strong 

inhibitory action. The addition of a methyl group to the 

pyrazole C-4 position decreased the HDAC inhibitory 
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activity. The inhibitory activity is diminished when the 

thiol group is replaced by mercaptoacetamides . 

 
Compounds 88 and 89, which are disulfide SK-658 87 

analogs, have higher HDAC inhibitory activity than 

SAHA and SK-658 against HDACs 1, 4, and 6. The IC50 

values range from 2 to 8.2 nM. Dithiothreitol (DTT), which 

binds strongly to the active site, converts the disulfide 

group to the sulfhydryl group [4].  

 
Furthermore, thioesters derived from the natural material 

psammaplin A have demonstrated moderate to high 

cytotoxic and HDAC inhibitory activity. Thioester 

compound 90 inhibited recombinant HDAC1 efficiently, 

with an IC50 of 5 nM. It demonstrated high cytotoxic 

activity against the breast cancer cell MCF-7, with an IC50 

of 3.2 µM [127].  

 

Multi-targeted HDACIs 

An individual inhibitor can selectively hinder a specific 

target molecule. Consequently, a solitary inhibitor 

specifically targets cancer cells while excluding normal 

cells, resulting in great selectivity and effectiveness and 

little toxicity. Initially, while clinicians may be 

enthusiastic, they quickly encounter the issue of cancer 

cells developing resistance to the medicine following 

repeated administration. Consequently, patients have a 

limited life expectancy. The resistance mostly arises from 

the epigenetic modification of the target, rendering the 

drug molecule incapable of binding to the target and thus 

the targeted therapy ineffective. Due to the intricate 

nature of cancer, manipulating a single target can be easily 

done, leading to therapy failure. Subsequently, the 

practice of utilizing a combination of pharmaceuticals has 

superseded the use of a single targeted pharmacological 

therapy. This involves administering two or more drugs 

simultaneously to improve their effectiveness. 

Simultaneously, the use of numerous pharmaceuticals 

might heighten the likelihood of drug-drug interactions 

and the occurrence of toxicities that restrict the dosage. 

Despite the initial success of combination therapy in 

cancer treatment, it is no longer beneficial due to these 

drawbacks. Hence, a singular medication possessing the 

capacity to simultaneously target two specific objectives 

could function as an efficacious approach in the realm of 

cancer therapies [128]. The development of dual-targeting 

inhibitors is based on the goal of overcoming medication 

resistance and reducing the toxicity associated with 

single-targeted inhibitors. A recent report has shown that 

dual-targeting inhibitors have yielded greater positive 

results in the treatment of cancer. As an example, erlotinib, 

a medication that targets a specific site, is the primary 

treatment for non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). 

However, its effectiveness is restricted because of drug 

resistance. The combination of vorinostat (SAHA) and 

erlotinib produces a synergistic anticancer effect in non-

small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). This observation 

prompted the quest for a novel and potent treatment for 

human lung cancer. Combination therapy enhances 

effectiveness by administering two individual drugs 

simultaneously. However, this approach has 

disadvantages such as drug−drug interactions, toxicity, 

and drug resistance. However, the combination of SAHA 

with erlotinib as a single molecule result in effective 

outcomes due to reduced toxicity and drug-drug 

interactions, as well as improved efficacy. 

Importance of dual-target drugs  

The utilization of dual-targeting inhibitors has been 

employed since the inception of modern pharmacology 

and has demonstrated notable efficacy in clinical settings 

[129]. A dual-targeting inhibitor concurrently affects two 

molecular targets. Dual-target pharmaceuticals, also 

known as chimeric medications, have gained significant 

interest in the last 10 years. This field of research has had 

rapid growth and is currently a focal point for medicinal 

chemists. By simultaneously inhibiting two anticancer 

agents that contribute to disease progression, medication 

resistance is enhanced.  In addition, dual-target therapies 

can address the drawbacks associated with single-

targeted medications, such as drug−drug interactions, 

inadequate safety, a low therapeutic index value, limited 

effectiveness, and various adverse effects [130]. In this 

review, we examine a bifunctional single medication that 

is composed of two established inhibitors. This drug 
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targets two particular areas and offers the benefits of 

increased anticancer activity and decreased adverse 

effects. To improve the attraction and effectiveness in 

comparison to their separate original substances, two 

molecules are merged to create novel hybrid compounds. 

Dual inhibitors have several advantages over their 

separate parent compounds. They exhibit higher activity, 

lower toxicity, and enhanced therapeutic index values and 

bioavailability. Currently, there are a limited number of 

dual-targeting inhibitors undergoing clinical studies for 

the treatment of cancer. CUDC-101, a dual-targeting 

inhibitor of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and 

histone deacetylase (HDAC), and CUDC-907, a dual 

inhibitor of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) and HDAC, 

have completed phase I and phase II clinical trials for the 

treatment of solid tumors and relapsed/refractory diffuse 

large B-cell and high-grade B-cell lymphoma, 

respectively. Hence, the advancement of dual-targeting 

inhibitors is receiving considerable interest in the search 

for anticancer medications that offer superior 

pharmacokinetic benefits in comparison to traditional 

cancer treatments [131].  

Approach for Developing a Dual-Targeted Inhibitor 

A single compound combines the two known inhibitors to 

function as a dual-targeting inhibitor. The inhibitors are 

linked or fused to create a single bifunctional molecule 

that can inhibit two targets simultaneously.  In addition, 

computational-based design has been crucial in the field 

of medication development, which is both costly and 

time-consuming. The use of computational chemistry, 

combined with high-throughput screening tools, has 

expedited the drug discovery process. Hence, this 

computational methodology can also be applied while 

developing a dual-targeting inhibitor. Computer-aided 

drug design encompasses several approaches such as 

target identification, docking-based virtual screening, 

scoring functions, molecular similarity calculation, virtual 

library creation, and sequence-based drug design. The 

next section provides a comprehensive explanation of the 

two methodologies (fig.13) [132].  

Hydroxamic acid-based HDAC inhibitor with dual 

targeting capabilities 

Because cancer develops and progresses through multiple 

receptors or signaling pathways, drugs that target only 

one receptor may be unsuccessful. To overcome this 

hurdle, multi-targeted treatments were developed, which 

were one of the most effective approaches and preferred 

above monotherapies. This combined therapy generated a 

synergistic or potentiating effect, resulting in significant 

anticancer activity [133]. A multi-targeted drug integrates 

two or more distinct pharmacophores into a single 

structure to create a hybrid molecule. Hybrid compounds 

with HDAC inhibitory activity and an additional activity 

have been an intriguing topic of research and are currently 

being produced [134]. HDACIs with topoisomerase 

inhibitors, antiestrogens, antiandrogens, LSD inhibitors, 

tubulin inhibitors, VEGFR-2 inhibitors, EGFR/HER2 

kinase inhibitors, JAK-2 inhibitors, Bcl-2 inhibitors, 

BRafV600E inhibitors, and DNMT inhibitors include 

compounds 91-

103(fig.10)[135],[136],[137],[138],[139],[140],[141],[142]. 

Benzamide-based HDAC inhibitor with dual targeting 

capabilities 

Compounds 103-108 were produced and evaluated for 

efficacy as tubulin-HDAC dual inhibitors. A benzamide 

zinc binding group was added to hybrids to alter the 

inhibitory action of HDAC and tubulin. In contrast to 

hybrids with unsubstituted benzamide ZBG, their 

counterparts with bis(aryl)-type ZBG were more effective 

against HDAC1-3 (103 against 104, 106 versus 107). 

Compound 105 was a potent HDAC-tubulin dual 

inhibitor with cytotoxicity similar to colchicine. 

Compound 106 inhibited tubulin had moderate anti-

HDAC activity and had the highest cytotoxicity. 

Compound 103 had high anti-HDAC activity against 

HDAC1 (IC50 = 1.50 µM), HDAC2 (IC50 = 0.19 µM), and 

HDAC3 (IC50 = 1.49 µM), as well as mild antiproliferative 

activity against the A549 cell line (IC50 = 2.790 µM). The 

differential in cytotoxicity was caused by changes in cell 

membrane penetration (fig.11) [143].  

Non-canonical HDACs inhibitors 

Due to the potential mutagenicity, it's necessary to search 

other ZBGs as replacement. Meyer-Almes' was discovered 

as dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase 1 (DDAH1) 

inhibitor PD-404,182 108 is a highly selective HDAC8 non-

hydroxamate inhibitor with IC50 value 0.011µM. 

Compound 108, decomposes rapidly in the presence of 

glutathione (GSH) [144].Over other HDACs, the 

representative compound 109 demonstrated double-digit 

nanomolar potency and significant HDAC8 selectivity 

with IC50 value 0.26µM but less potent than 108 due to the 

presence of Br [145].  
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Compound 110 was identified as a CNS-penetrant 5-

(trifluoromethyl)-1,2,4-oxadiazole derivative with PK 

characteristics and CNS exposure suited for the research 

of Huntington's disease in mice. Compound110 had a 

larger unbound exposure in the mouse brain than the 

existing hydroxamate-based inhibitors, indicating the 

potential for Class IIa HDAC targeted treatments for 

Huntington's disease (HDAC4:IC50 = 10nM). It should be 

mentioned that 5-(trifluoromethyl)-1,2,4-oxadiazole could 

be used as a pharmacophore for HDACs instead of 

standard ZBG hydroxamate [146].  

 
To quickly synthesize substituted benzamide libraries, the 

use of a parallel medicinal chemistry method. They 

discovered a series of drugs with 2-substituted benzamide 

functional groups that appeared to particularly target 

HDAC3.The example compound 111 is a strong and 

selective HDAC3 inhibitor (IC50 of 30 nM and greater than 

300-fold selectivity against other HDACs). Interestingly, 

its close analogue 112 was shown to retain HDAC3 

potency while losing all selectivity over HDAC1 and 

HDAC2[147]. The identification of a variety of new 

HDAC inhibitors missing ZBG, which exhibited good 

selectivity primarily for diverse subtypes such as HDAC1, 

HDAC2, HDAC3, HDAC10, and HDAC11. In biochemical 

and cell-based studies, compound 113 exhibits remarkable 

potency against HDACs, comparable to the marketed 

HDACs medicines Belinostat (3) and Vorinostat (1). This 

chemical belongs to a new class of HDAC inhibitors that 

lack electrophilic and mutagenic structural features like 

hydroxamate [148].  

 

 
They used ethyl ketone as a ZBG in HDAC inhibitors that 

specifically target HDAC1-3. These inhibitors, which 

include a variety of substituted heterocycles on the 

imidazole or oxazole scaffold, exhibit good enzymatic 

activity against HDAC1-3 while being highly selective 

against HDAC6 and HDAC8. Compound 114 is a potent 

HDAC1-3 inhibitor that exhibits remarkable selectivity 

over HDAC6 and HDAC8. It also shows lower hERG 

activity (cardiovascular liabilities). Compound 115 

maintains HDAC1-3 inhibitory efficacy while 

dramatically improved selectivity over HDAC6, HDAC8, 

and PK characteristics [149].  

 

HDAC-specific PROTACs  

The Proteolysis Targeting Chimera (PROTAC) is a 

method that exploits the natural ubiquitin-proteasome 

system (UPS) to break down a specific protein of interest 

(POI). PROTAC, a groundbreaking tool in drug discovery, 

possesses numerous benefits including strong 

effectiveness, prolonged duration of impact, and the 

potential to selectively target certain tissues or cell types 

[150]. PROTACs were created through the formation of a 

covalent bond between a small molecule inhibitor of the 

protein of interest (POI) and a ligand for E3 ubiquitin 

ligase. These two components are joined together by a 

linker of varying lengths. Recently, some HDAC-specific 

PROTACs have been described. Although numerous 

HDAC inhibitors have been reported, only a limited 

number of them have been used as ligands for POI in the 

development of HDAC targeted PROTACs. The primary 

ligands for E3 ligases are cereblon (CRBN) and Von 

Hippel-Lindau (VHL), which facilitate the recruitment of 

E3 ligase activity to the target protein. Smalley et al. 

developed four PROTACs targeting Class I HDACs. The 

primary degrader 117 comprises a benzamide HDAC 

inhibitor CI-994 (116), an alkyl linker, and the VHL E3 

ligand. At a dose of 1 µM, there is a reported degradation 
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of approximately 50% for HDAC1, HDAC2, and HDAC3. 

HDAC1 and HDAC2 do not undergo degradation when 

CI-994 is connected to the inactive diastereoisomer VHL 

ligand. This confirms that the degradation is happening 

through a pathway mediated by VHL, which is an E3-

ubiquitin ligase [151]. Knocking down HDAC3 using 

siRNA can enhance the expression of the anti-

inflammatory cytokine interleukin-10 (IL-10) gene [152]. 

they create a new PROTACs, inspired by this, to break 

down HDAC3. They achieved this by linking o-

aminoanilide-based inhibitors to the CRBN ligand 

pomalidomide. The degrader 118 exhibited significant 

activity in degrading HDAC3, with a DC50 value of 0.32 

µM, indicating potential degradation effects. 

Nevertheless, the administration of 118 did not result in 

any notable impact on the expression of the IL-10 gene. 

Additional bioassays demonstrated that the 

administration of either 118 or pomalidomide led to the 

suppression of NF-kB p65, a transcription factor that 

activates IL-10. The utilization of pomalidomide as a 

CRBN E3 ligase ligand in PROTACs may elucidate the 

reason behind the lack of success in enhancing IL-10 gene 

transcription by compound 118 (fig.16). Previously 

discovered that SR-3558 is a powerful and specific 

inhibitor of Class I HDACs [153]. The researchers created 

innovative PROTACs by utilizing SR-3558 as the weapon, 

which effectively targets and breaks down HDAC3. There 

is no text provided. The compound 120 was shown to be 

the most effective in degrading HDAC3 in a manner that 

depended on both the dose and time in MDA-MB-468 

cells. The concentration required for 50% protein 

degradation, known as the DC50, was determined to be 42 

nM. No notable alterations in the protein levels of 

HDAC1, HDAC2, and HDAC6 were detected. Studies on 

the mechanism of action confirmed that the degradation 

caused by this PROTAC was actually facilitated by both 

the VHL E3 ligase and the UPS [154]. Previously, Yang et 

al. found that CRBN-based HDAC6 degraders can cause 

the degradation of unwanted neo-substrates such as 

IKZFs. However, the binding of pomalidomide to CRBN 

can also trigger this degradation. Therefore, they utilized 

Nexturastat A 121 as the explosive device to create a novel 

category of HDAC6 degraders that employed VHL 

instead of CRBN as the E3 ubiquitin ligase. The linker 

length necessary for VHL-ligand based degraders may 

exceed that of CRBN-ligand based degraders. Compound 

123 was shown to be the most powerful contender within 

this group of HDAC6 degraders. There was no apparent 

decline in the functioning of other HDACs when 123 

achieved its maximum impact on the deterioration of 

HDAC6 at a concentration of approximately 100 nM. 

Experimental investigations revealed that 123 specifically 

targeted HDAC6 for degradation by the proteasome, 

without causing the degradation of IKZF1/3 [155]. Sinatra 

et al. devised a highly effective method using hydroxamic 

acids immobilized on resins (HAIRs) as stable and 

adaptable components for creating functionalized 

inhibitors of HDACs through a solid-phase-supported 

protocol. Using this approach, they created the HDACs 

degrader 124 by linking SAHA to the CRBN ligand 

pomalidomide. The investigation conclusively 

demonstrated that a concentration-dependent manner 

was able to specifically degrade HDAC6 and HDAC1. 

Exposing HL60 cells to 124 resulted in a notable increase 

in the acetylation of histone H3 and a-tubulin [156]. 

Fischer et al. conducted a detailed investigation into the 

accessibility and degradability of HDACs. They created a 

collection of 48 degrader molecules that target multiple 

HDACs by combining four different pan-HDAC binding 

warheads (SAHA, dacinostat, TMP269, and NVS-HD1) 

with the recruiters of three different ubiquitin E3 ligases: 

CRBN, von VHL, and inhibitor of apoptosis proteins 

(IAP). The researchers extensively investigated the 

chemical space surrounding four pan-HDAC inhibitors to 

identify target-binding ligands. Their goal was to 

construct a compound matrix that could accurately map 

the degradability of the HDACs family. Through the 

application of chemo-proteomics, researchers successfully 

identified the substances responsible for breaking down 

HDAC1-8 and HDAC10. They discovered a considerable 

number of these substances that are capable of causing the 

reduction of certain components within the HDAC 

complex. These findings offer a significant resource for 

informing the design and development of innovative 

HDAC-specific PROTACs in the future (fig.17) [157]. 

Concluding Remarks and Future Prospects of Histone 

Deacetylase Inhibitors (HDACIs) 

HDAC inhibitors have gained significant attention in 

recent decades and are now considered one of the most 

promising categories of anticancer medicines. They have 

been both validated and are now being investigated in 

clinical settings. Presently, clinical studies encompass 

both mono-treatment and combination therapy, and they 

encompass a wide range of indications, including chronic 

lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) and many forms of solid 

malignancies. Recently, there has been an increase in the 

discovery of new synthetic compounds that are generated 

from varied structural cores such as indole, coumarin, 

quinoline, azoles, triazine, thienopyridine, pyrimidine, 

etc. These molecules have been found to effectively block 

HDACs and exhibit different levels of selectivity. In 

preclinical models, the combination of HDACs and other 

antineoplastic therapy demonstrates greater efficacy 
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compared to standard therapy. However, additional 

research is needed to see if these findings can be applied 

to clinical practice. Most recently reported inhibitors of 

HDACs primarily consist of hydroxamic acid ZBG. 

Recently, other ZBGs such as o-aminoanilide, 

carboxylazide, ketone, and isoxazole have been identified. 

Throughout the timeframe examined in this study, 

numerous newly developed drugs demonstrate strong 

inhibitory activity against HDACs and exceptional 

selectivity for certain subtypes. Hydroxamic acid is 

susceptible to hydrolysis and glucuronidation, leading to 

rapid metabolism and elimination. This has a significant 

impact on the pharmacokinetic parameters and in vivo 

effectiveness. The potential for mutagenicity is a 

significant problem when it comes to hydroxamic acid-

based HDAC inhibitors, which restricts their application 

to cancer therapy alone. Hence, to create the upcoming 

class of HDAC inhibitors that possess optimal 

pharmacokinetic properties and selectivity towards 

specific subtypes, it is imperative to persist in the 

exploration of novel chemical entities and new ZBGs. 

Simultaneously, the effectiveness of PROTAC design has 

been proven as a valuable approach to hinder and 

specifically break down protein targets. Researchers have 

tried to overcome this difficulty by developing and 

creating HDAC-specific PROTACs. Currently, the HDAC 

medications available on the market are all classified as 

pan-HDAC inhibitors, meaning they target almost all 

subtypes without specificity. The observed side effects, 

such as weariness, nausea/vomiting, and cardiotoxicity, 

may be attributed to the broad inhibitory actions of the 

substance in question. The tolerated adverse effects and 

the accompanying optimal ranges of therapeutic 

effectiveness could potentially hinder the maximizing of 

the anticancer potency of these medicines that inhibit pan-

HDACs. Recent scientific research indicates that inhibitors 

that target certain subtypes selectively may have the 

potential to be safer than pan-HDAC inhibitors. There will 

be an increasing number of scholarly papers and patents 

focused on selectively inhibiting a certain subtype of 

HDACs. With the advancement of our understanding and 

the accumulation of research findings, it is strongly 

expected that selective HDAC inhibitors would soon 

receive official approval for therapeutic use. The 

identification of these recently discovered HDAC 

inhibitors has also sparked interest in exploring new 

applications, including intestinal fibrosis, autoimmune 

and inflammatory illnesses, metabolic abnormalities, viral 

infections, and various other conditions. The therapeutic 

potential of HDAC-targeting drugs for various disorders 

is now more evident than ever. Moreover, the 

advancement of the next iteration of HDAC inhibitors can 

serve not only as a novel therapeutic medication but also 

as a molecular tool to better investigate the physiological 

and pathological impacts of HDACs.  
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